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Current trends in manufacturing
80% of Global Manufacturing Output in Three Regions



Global Distribution Manufacturing 
Value Added

Source: Calculated from NationMaster.com



Current trends in manufacturing

Europe’s global economic ranking is changing rapidly. 
By 2050, Europe’s share of world GDP is likely to be half 
of today’s 29%. 
So far, Europe has been able to keep its share of world 
exports (20%), and in that respect our performance is 
better than that of other advanced economies. 
But China, India and Brazil have started to catch up 
with the EU by improving their economic performance 
faster than the EU has, year-on-year, over the last five 
years. 



Global Distribution Manufacturing 
Value Added



Global container trade flow 
2010 vs 2030 (MN TEUs) 



Trends in manufacturing



Closed loop manufacturing



The 4th industrial revolution



The Enterprise Pyramid


 

The Enterprise Pyramid is a 
comprehensive 
representation of different 
operational layers at their 
respective positions.



 

This includes factory floor at 
Level 1, followed by controls 
and automation in Level 2, 
MES at Level 3, and ERP at 
Level 4.



 

In a new development, 
product life cycle 
management is expected to 
be included in the future of 
enterprise hierar chy, 
between Levels 3 and 4.

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The aspect of product design and engineering is traditionally perceived as a part of Level 4, along with enterprise resource planning. However, with growing significance, PLM is expected to gain its own position in the enterprise hierarchy and be ensconced exclusively between Levels 3 (Manufacturing Execution System) and 4 (Enterprise Resource Planing).



Integrated Enterprise Ecosystem

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In future, integration between multiple enterprise layers is likely to change the hierarchical structure of operation that we see today, forming a horizontal enterprise architecture where various disciplines interact seamlessly with each other. Cladirea h



Main Characteristics

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In future, integration between multiple enterprise layers is likely to change the hierarchical structure of operation that we see today, forming a horizontal enterprise architecture where various disciplines interact seamlessly with each other. Cladirea h



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In future, integration between multiple enterprise layers is likely to change the hierarchical structure of operation that we see today, forming a horizontal enterprise architecture where various disciplines interact seamlessly with each other. Cladirea h



Project & Initiatives

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In future, integration between multiple enterprise layers is likely to change the hierarchical structure of operation that we see today, forming a horizontal enterprise architecture where various disciplines interact seamlessly with each other. Cladirea h



Consequences and implications

Strategic trends
-Convergence of 
applications will form 
conditions of new 
advancements
-Energy efficiency and 
sustainability to gain 
greater business focus
-Greater presence of 
mobility and web-based 
information systems



Critical factors



 
Expert knowledge, flexibility, creativity and 
innovation;



 
Convergence of production and interaction, work 
and communication are increasingly 
interdisciplinary competencies for staying 
economically competitive. 



 
For companies and businesses, however, these 
competencies do not just appear out of 
nowhere.



paulocoelhoblog.org

Our way of behaving





 
Multivalent logic



 
Synthetic thinking



 
Integrative learning



 
Focus on results



 
Generate Synergies



 
Team work



 
Active involvement

Intellectual Social Responsibility 
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Cloud computing and ……

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Cloud_computing.svg


University Infrastructure University Infrastructure University Infrastructure
Infrastructure as a service

Infrastructure as a service
Infrastructure as a service

Programs as
a service

Programs as
a service

Programs as
a service

Education as a service

Cloud Universities 



Black Sea Universities Network
• Aim: The Network was founded for the purpose of developing scientific, cultural 

and educational cooperation and exchanges among the Universities of the Black 
Sea Economic Cooperation Participating States and other institutions with similar 
concern for the sustainable development of the BSR

• Members: 120 Universities of 12 BSEC member countries

• Bodies: Conference of Rectors of BSR, Executive Board, President, IPS

• Centers: Center for Advanced Engineering Sciences (Romania), “B. S. 
Cobanzade” Research Center on Turkology, Baku State University, Center 
ACADEMICON (Turkey), Center for Coordination of Common Graduate Programs 
(Greece), Center for Coordination of Summer Schools & Short Term Certificate 
Courses (Ukraine), Center for Joint Research Projects (Azerbaijan), Center for 
BSUN Publications (Bulgaria), 

• Consortia: BSUN Consortium on Economics & Business, Consortium on Oral 
Health, Consortium on Tourism, Consortium on RES.

• Web site: Http://www.bsun.org

http://www.bsun.org/


Academic Impact is a global initiative that aligns institutions of higher education with the 
United Nations in actively supporting ten universally accepted principles in the areas 
of human rights, literacy, sustainability and conflict resolution. The Academic Impact 
also asks each participating college or university to actively demonstrate support of 
at least one of those principles each year.

Principles:

1. A commitment to the principles inherent in the United Nations Charter as values that education seeks 
to promote and help fulfill; 

2. A commitment to human rights, among them freedom of inquiry, opinion, and speech;
3. A commitment to educational opportunity for all people regardless of gender, race, religion or 

ethnicity;
4. A commitment to the opportunity for every interested individual to acquire the skills and knowledge 

necessary for the pursuit of higher education;
5. A commitment to building capacity in higher education systems across the world;
6. A commitment to encouraging global citizenship through education;
7. A commitment to advancing peace and conflict resolution through education;
8. A commitment to addressing issues of poverty through education;
9. A commitment to promoting sustainability through education;
10. A commitment to promoting inter-cultural dialogue and understanding, and the “unlearning” of  

intolerance, through education.

UN Academic Impact



United Nations Academic Impact Hub on Sustainability

Black Sea Universities Network as the UNAI global hub for principle 9  on Promoting  
Sustainability Through Education, shall facilitate the development of cooperative 
activities between the UNAI member universities and the access of students and 
citizens worldwide to the educations resources, expertise and good practices in 
assuring sustainability at different scales of the society. In this respect, a dedicated  
website was registered:

www.unai-sustainability.org

UNAI-Sustainability



Sustainable Development: to meet the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs

Strategy Mix:

• efficiency – enhanced productivity / resource
• consistency – enhanced economies embedded in the natural cycles
• sufficiency – new concept of prosperity / satisfaction / material wealth  

Management rules:

• the use of renewable natural resources must not exceed their 
regeneration rates

• the use of non-renewable natural resources must not exceed the rate of 
substituting their respective functions

• the emissions of pollutants must not exceed nature’s capability to 
adapt

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT



The term environmental innovation, or shortly ‘eco- 
innovation’, relates to innovations aiming at a decreased 
negative influence of innovations on the natural environment.

Eco-innovation is “the creation of novel and competitively 
priced goods, processes, systems, services, and procedures 
designed to satisfy human needs and provide a better quality 
of life for everyone with a life-cycle minimal use of natural 
resources (materials including energy and surface area) per 
unit output, and a minimal release of toxic substances”.

ECO-INNOVATION



Improved human well-being and social equity, while 
significantly reducing environmental risks and 

ecological scarcities.

In its simplest expression, a green economy can be thought of as one which is 
low carbon, resource efficient and socially inclusive.

Practically speaking, a green economy is one whose growth in income and 
employment is driven by public and private investments that reduce carbon 
emissions and pollution, enhance energy and resource efficiency, and prevent 
the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services.

UNEP, 2012

GREEN ECONOMY



Emphasis on renewable sources;

Minimal use of resources;

Minimal release of emissions on a Life Cycle approach;

Generation of new business opportunities;

Generation of sustainable new jobs.

GREEN ECONOMY



The classical definition of engineering: The application of scientific 
and mathematical principles to practical ends such as the design, 
manufacture, and operation of efficient and economical structures, 
machines, processes, and systems

In the current context of the development of the mankind society 
complexity of the needs require to address them by emphasizing a 
more cross-disciplinary, whole-systems approach to engineering.

Holistic Engineering - the Art and Science of creating effective 
systems, using whole system, whole life principles.

HOLISTIC ENGINEERING
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CLUSTER STRUCTURES



Case study: Cluster MEDGreen



The MEDGreen Cluster is a cluster of innovative companies and stakeholders for 
promotion of eco-technologies and alternative sources of energy. 
In 2012, it has been established a National Pole of Competitiveness on Green 
Economy involving the most relevant partners as companies, research 
organizations, universities and local authorities. 
The grouping has been registered in 2013 as the Association MEDGreen- 
Innovative Cluster of companies specialized on ecotechnologies and alternative 
sources of energy. 
The association has been granted with the financial support for the 
implementation of the project “The development of solutions innovative products 
and services that will enhance the competitive advantages of companies associated 
in the cluster MEDGreen".
MEDGreen Cluster is collaborating with the other national and European 
associations specialized on the promotion of bio-energy on the Romanian and 
European market.

The MEDGreen Cluster 



.

A usable suite of product design software

•Configurable user interface

•Quickly capture design intent: 
Freestyle

•Make late stage design changes: 
Flexible Modeling Extension

•One demand support: 
PTC Learning Connector 

Design Framework 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Lets take a closer look at PTC Creo and how it solves the ease of use challenge. Creo has 7 key technologies that solve ease of use.
The first 4 relate to the challenge of usability:
Configurable User Interface. PTC Creo’s configurable user interface allows you tailor the ribbon interface to exactly the features and functions used in your curriculum. This decreases the learning curve for both new and experienced users so they are able to quickly come up to speed. 
3D Direct Modeling:
For years people have argued over ease of use but the solution, at least in education has always fundamentally been the same, 3D parametric history based CAD. PTC Creo contains truly easy to use applications such as 3D direct. 
What do we mean by direct and parametric?
                 
95% of world 3D modeling is parametric modeling today. Parametric is dimension-driven. In a parametric model, you change the dimensions, and the dimensions update the geometry. You never interact directly with the geometry. This makes it very powerful for creating families of designs, dimensions, and attributes, and creating different bearings. 

In direct modeling, what you see is what you get. No regeneration, no updating, simply the state of geometry. Very natural, intuitive, and direct. This doesn’t mean it is simple – it is still a powerful tool for creating CAD models. 

Flexible Modeling Extension:
Creo Flexible Modeling functionality is accessed from the Creo Parametric command ribbon allowing users to apply direct editing to any 3D geometry in Creo Parametric.  When working with outdated or “rigidly” defined parametric geometry, users can quickly make fast flexible edits without having to understand or rework the design intent.  Flexible Modeling also enables the Creo Parametric user to make rapid changes to import and heterogeneous data.  
Learning Connector:
Finally the PTC University Learning Connector provides easy to access support to the students directly within the CAD environment. When the Learning Connector tool is active, the user will see context sensitive learning information displayed in the side window.  As the user works, the Learning Connector is continually updated to display help information that is relevant to the current action or command.  In addition to identifying tutorials, the Learning Connector provides links to PTCU course content snippets, the knowledge base and other sources of learning information like your curriculum.  



.

• On demand support: 
PTC Learning Connector eLearning 

Topics

Video 
Tutorials

Help Center

Design Framework 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Lets take a closer look at PTC Creo and how it solves the ease of use challenge. Creo has 7 key technologies that solve ease of use.
The first 4 relate to the challenge of usability:
Configurable User Interface. Often the learning curve synonymous with CAD is as a result of students having to navigate a breadth of capability despite only needing such a small portion of it at first. PTC Creo’s configurable user interface allows you tailor the ribbon interface to exactly the features and functions used in your curriculum. This decreases the learning curve for both new and experienced users so they are able to quickly come up to speed. 
3D Direct Modeling:
For years people have argued over ease of use but the solution, at least in education has always fundamentally been the same, 3D parametric history based CAD. PTC Creo contains truly easy to use applications such as 3D direct. 
What do we mean by direct and parametric?
                 
95% of world 3D modeling is parametric modeling today. Parametric is dimension-driven. In a parametric model, you change the dimensions, and the dimensions update the geometry. You never interact directly with the geometry. This makes it very powerful for creating families of designs, dimensions, and attributes, and creating different bearings. 

In direct modeling, what you see is what you get. No regeneration, no updating, simply the state of geometry. Very natural, intuitive, and direct. This doesn’t mean it is simple – it is still a powerful tool for creating CAD models. 

Flexible Modeling Extension:
Creo Flexible Modeling functionality is accessed from the Creo Parametric command ribbon allowing users to apply direct editing to any 3D geometry in Creo Parametric.  When working with outdated or “rigidly” defined parametric geometry, users can quickly make fast flexible edits without having to understand or rework the design intent.  Flexible Modeling also enables the Creo Parametric user to make rapid changes to import and heterogeneous data.  
Learning Connector:
Finally the PTC University Learning Connector provides easy to access support to the students directly within the CAD environment. When the Learning Connector tool is active, the user will see context sensitive learning information displayed in the side window.  As the user works, the Learning Connector is continually updated to display help information that is relevant to the current action or command.  In addition to identifying tutorials, the Learning Connector provides links to PTCU course content snippets, the knowledge base and other sources of learning information like your curriculum.  

 
Application engineer to show:
Configurable UI and searchable UI
Flexible modelling extension (KTM bike)
Learning connector integration and context sensitive search




Common data model

Design with 3rd party or 
legacy CAD data

PTC Creo Schematics

PTC Creo Sketch

Draw

Design Framework 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Interoperability 
Interoperability means that each of the tools within the PTC Creo suite provide different views of the same data. The PTC Creo apps are simply providing a different view of a single, central model – a single source of truth. You may be loading a view of the data that is specific to your needs, while another user loads a view of the data that is specific to their needs – but the underlying, larger dataset remains the same.

Interoperability is also interoperability w/ other CAD systems. PTC Creo is a great, multi-CAD system – data imported from other CAD system truly becomes PTC Creo data, allowing users to modify it from a 2D/3D perspective. 

Most importantly each of these design applications is Interoperable

Commons Data Model: 
Seamless data interoperability and a common user experience  removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus and teach multiple user interfaces.
Each of these design apps are built on a common data model which most importantly means that you only have to teach one user interface and it removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus. The common data model preserves model history and intelligence enabling users to reap the benefits of mixed mode modeling.  Rather than redefine parametric geometry, direct modeling can be used to edit geometry on-the-fly to demonstrate “what if” scenarios.  Direct modeling features can be edited or deleted from the model tree at any time.  

Multi- CAD:
Work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by
easily importing and editing data from other CAD
systems. 
That interoperability actually extends beyond our data and allows the ability to work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by easily incorporating and editing data from other CAD systems. Creo Parametric users can leverage direct modeling capabilities to intelligently recognize design intent, modify pattern and symmetric geometry, identify surface sets as editable parametric features and directly edit geometry.  

Multi-CAD support improves product development efficiency and productivity. 

 





Common data model

Design with 3rd party or 
legacy CAD data

Draw

Design

PTC Creo Direct 

PTC Creo Parametric

Design Framework 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Interoperability 
Interoperability means that each of the tools within the PTC Creo suite provide different views of the same data. The PTC Creo apps are simply providing a different view of a single, central model – a single source of truth. You may be loading a view of the data that is specific to your needs, while another user loads a view of the data that is specific to their needs – but the underlying, larger dataset remains the same.

Interoperability is also interoperability w/ other CAD systems. PTC Creo is a great, multi-CAD system – data imported from other CAD system truly becomes PTC Creo data, allowing users to modify it from a 2D/3D perspective. 

Most importantly each of these design applications is Interoperable

Commons Data Model: 
Seamless data interoperability and a common user experience  removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus and teach multiple user interfaces.
Each of these design apps are built on a common data model which most importantly means that you only have to teach one user interface and it removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus. The common data model preserves model history and intelligence enabling users to reap the benefits of mixed mode modeling.  Rather than redefine parametric geometry, direct modeling can be used to edit geometry on-the-fly to demonstrate “what if” scenarios.  Direct modeling features can be edited or deleted from the model tree at any time.  

Multi- CAD:
Work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by
easily importing and editing data from other CAD
systems. 
That interoperability actually extends beyond our data and allows the ability to work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by easily incorporating and editing data from other CAD systems. Creo Parametric users can leverage direct modeling capabilities to intelligently recognize design intent, modify pattern and symmetric geometry, identify surface sets as editable parametric features and directly edit geometry.  

Multi-CAD support improves product development efficiency and productivity. 

 





Common data model

Design with 3rd party or 
legacy CAD data

Design

Simulate

PTC Creo Simulate

Draw

Design Framework 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Interoperability 
Interoperability means that each of the tools within the PTC Creo suite provide different views of the same data. The PTC Creo apps are simply providing a different view of a single, central model – a single source of truth. You may be loading a view of the data that is specific to your needs, while another user loads a view of the data that is specific to their needs – but the underlying, larger dataset remains the same.

Interoperability is also interoperability w/ other CAD systems. PTC Creo is a great, multi-CAD system – data imported from other CAD system truly becomes PTC Creo data, allowing users to modify it from a 2D/3D perspective. 

Most importantly each of these design applications is Interoperable

Commons Data Model: 
Seamless data interoperability and a common user experience  removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus and teach multiple user interfaces.
Each of these design apps are built on a common data model which most importantly means that you only have to teach one user interface and it removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus. The common data model preserves model history and intelligence enabling users to reap the benefits of mixed mode modeling.  Rather than redefine parametric geometry, direct modeling can be used to edit geometry on-the-fly to demonstrate “what if” scenarios.  Direct modeling features can be edited or deleted from the model tree at any time.  

Multi- CAD:
Work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by
easily importing and editing data from other CAD
systems. 
That interoperability actually extends beyond our data and allows the ability to work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by easily incorporating and editing data from other CAD systems. Creo Parametric users can leverage direct modeling capabilities to intelligently recognize design intent, modify pattern and symmetric geometry, identify surface sets as editable parametric features and directly edit geometry.  

Multi-CAD support improves product development efficiency and productivity. 

 





Common data model

Design with 3rd party or 
legacy CAD data

Design

Simulate

Manufacture
PTC Creo Parametric

Draw

Design Framework 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Interoperability 
Interoperability means that each of the tools within the PTC Creo suite provide different views of the same data. The PTC Creo apps are simply providing a different view of a single, central model – a single source of truth. You may be loading a view of the data that is specific to your needs, while another user loads a view of the data that is specific to their needs – but the underlying, larger dataset remains the same.

Interoperability is also interoperability w/ other CAD systems. PTC Creo is a great, multi-CAD system – data imported from other CAD system truly becomes PTC Creo data, allowing users to modify it from a 2D/3D perspective. 

Most importantly each of these design applications is Interoperable

Commons Data Model: 
Seamless data interoperability and a common user experience  removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus and teach multiple user interfaces.
Each of these design apps are built on a common data model which most importantly means that you only have to teach one user interface and it removes the need to maintain multiple licenses across campus. The common data model preserves model history and intelligence enabling users to reap the benefits of mixed mode modeling.  Rather than redefine parametric geometry, direct modeling can be used to edit geometry on-the-fly to demonstrate “what if” scenarios.  Direct modeling features can be edited or deleted from the model tree at any time.  

Multi- CAD:
Work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by
easily importing and editing data from other CAD
systems. 
That interoperability actually extends beyond our data and allows the ability to work more efficiently in a multi-CAD environment by easily incorporating and editing data from other CAD systems. Creo Parametric users can leverage direct modeling capabilities to intelligently recognize design intent, modify pattern and symmetric geometry, identify surface sets as editable parametric features and directly edit geometry.  

Multi-CAD support improves product development efficiency and productivity. 

 





Smart, connected products, products systems and other Things 
connected through Internet-like communication infrastructure to a 

computing infrastructure that are changing the world. 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The phrase “internet of things” has arisen to reflect the growing number of smart, connected products and highlight the new opportunities they can represent. Yet this phrase is not very helpful in understanding the phenomenon or its implications. The internet, whether involving people or things, is simply a mechanism for transmitting information. What makes smart, connected products fundamentally different is not the internet, but the changing nature of the “things.” It is the expanded capabilities of smart, connected products and the data they generate that are ushering in a new era of competition. Companies must look beyond the technologies themselves to the competitive transformation taking place.

When we talk about the Internet of Things we tend to break it down into three fundamental components. Things, Communication Infrastructure and Computing Infrastructure. 

I can tell you without hesitation it’s the Things that really matter. Things are the products that collect and send data to the Internet. �
The second component of the IoT is the communications infrastructure, the network or the plumbing. Bob Metcalfe, the creator of Ethernet, observed that the value of a  network is proportional to the square of the number of nodes. When 50 billion devices are connected the infrastructure will be critical.�
The final component is the computing infrastructure. Over the last 40 years the increase in computing power has enabled some really remarkable advances. The Raspberry Pi you might be familiar with has the same processing power as a 1997 desktop, yet cost  about $35.00

Together the changes in the components is transforming the way manufacturers create, operate, and service their products.




Smart, Connected Products

Electronics and Controls 
Ability to Process

One to Many

Sensors
Ability to Sense

Software
Ability to Think

Enhanced UI
Ability to Interact

Mechanical

Electrical

Many to Many

One to One 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
So, what exactly is a smart, connected product? Smart, connected products have three core elements: physical components, “smart” components, and connectivity components. Smart components amplify the capabilities and value of the physical components, while connectivity amplifies the capabilities and value of the smart components and enables some of them to exist outside the physical product itself. The result is a virtuous cycle of value improvement.
 
Let’s take for example an automobile and work our way up the taxonomy. 

For many years an automobile was purely mechanical. Then we added electrical components such as head lights, interior lights, a radio and may be power windows. 

*click*

Then automobile started to become smart. Sensors and processors were added such as an engine control unit. This enabled things such as the air/ fuel mixture, ignition timing and ideal speed to be electronically controlled.  User interfaces were then added like a digital screen to improve interaction with the operator. 

*click*

Today value derived from a smart product is now no longer limited by its proximity to the user or operator. When you add connectivity, new dimensions of smart are opened up, new functionality is created,  and the value grows exponentially.  When a smart car is connected it can for instance share engine diagnostics in real-time enabling the service of that car to become proactive and preventive, Tesla is a great example of the smart, connected car. Tesla can monitor every aspect of the operation of the car.  It can deliver patches and remote service while the car is not being operated.  For example Tesla can adjust the suspension ride height via software, or provide software upgrades to address potential battery fire or recall concerns.




Definition Traditional IoT

Value Creation

Activities that 
increase the value 
of a company’s 
offerings

Solve for existing 
needs in a 
reactive manner

Address needs in 
real time and 
predict future 
needs

Value Capture

How to get 
people to pay for 
what a company 
offers

Sell the product 
or device

Enable recurring 
revenue

The Internet of Things Changes 
Business Models

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
What makes IoT and Smart Connected products really interesting is the opportunities it creates for manufactures. Manufactures of SCP now have new ways they can create value  and new ways to capture value. Creating value means those activities a manufactures does to incent or encourage customers pay more. With IOT, new features can be added over the internet, one can measure which features are used and which are not and that can become feedback into future requirements.

I have a Acura TSX. I have had it for 7 years and there is a feature call ed VSA. It stands for Vehicle Stability Assist. It is suppose to make your car more stable. You can turn it on or off. It’s a feature I am barely aware off and not sure I use. There are other features in the radio that I rarely use. When Acura knows which features I choose to use and not use it can build a better car that fits my needs.

Tesla motors can  sell  you over the internet power or ride enhancements, with a simple software download. These are examples of how companies can increase the value of their offerings

Capturing value means how you get people to actually pay. With SCP manufactures can get people to pay for services after the product has been sold. It enables them to develop deeper relationships  with their customers  and enables them to develop new partnerships. 

Insurance companies are partnering with Whirlpool who manufactures washing machines. Together they can offer customers discounts on house insurance if the washing machine is connected to the internet and can detect leaks






Sensors, 
Devices &
Equip.

ThingWorx 
Rapid 
Application
Dev. 
Platform

The NetworkThe Network

Dynamic 
Applications

ThingWorx – Complete & Designed for 
Purpose

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Just like the applications that make the internet valuable for people, its applications that will make the internet valuable for things. ThingWorx is an platform that addresses the challenge of creating those applications. It is a platform that allows one to easily develop and run IoT applications. 

*click*

A platform is a software and hardware environment under which various smaller application programs can be developed and run. Facebook is a good example of both a platform and an application.  Using Facebook as a platform, developers can create smaller applications. End users benefit from some or all of those applications

For instance, when John Deere puts sensors on tractors, developers can us ThingWorx to create an application to tell the farmer when and where to plow, when to fertilize and when to water. 

What makes ThingWorx unique is that it is complete and easy to use.  It has all layers in the stack. It can be deployed in the cloud or even on the edge on a Microprocessor such as a Rasberry Pi, or Arduino.

Starting at the bottom, it supports all the major standards and protocol technology. It uses REST API’s for third parties so they can easily integrated . 

*click*

On top of that there is a full rich business logic environment that includes; the Composer, the Mashup Builder, storage, a search engine, collaboration, and connectivity to things.  

The Composer is the modeling environment that makes it easy to model the things, business logic, visualization, data storage, collaboration, and security required for a connected application. The Mashup builder allows developers to build their own dashboard using common components for visualization such as gauges, buttons, lists, charts, tables maps, blogs and wikis, from a pre-existing library in ThingWorx. These components are called widgets. The mashup environment is similar to the front panel in National Instruments LabVIEW’s virtual instrument.

Storage allows that allows you to make sense of the massive amounts of data that can come with people, systems, and connected “Things”. The search capabilities helps users correlate data collected and find answers to key business questions.

It also connect to enterprise applications like SAP, Google and Oracle. . Today there are about 50 partners. There will be about a 100 partners by the end of the year





Applications in Manufacturing

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Manufacturers around the globe have been automating their plants for decades to improve efficiency, time to market�and cost of production. The gains from these efforts are providing diminishing returns while the challenges of the�global competition and sustainability are rapidly increasing.

ThingWorx provides manufacturers the opportunity to create a step change in operational innovation and efficiency�by building connected applications within their intranet of equipment, processes, and systems. ThingWorx creates a�searchable, mashable and composable infrastructure, moving beyond manufacturing intelligence to the era of Connected�Intelligence and User Assembly, dramatically increasing innovation and responsiveness, all while reducing IT costs.



Applications in Oil & Gas

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In the Oil & Gas industry, physical systems are highly distributed and remote – creating maintenance and upkeep�challenges. Oil and Gas companies constantly look for ways to improve performance and lifespan of equipment in the field, and�remote site monitoring and management is critical for their ongoing operations. The right remote service solution is�essential to improve safety and prevent severe fault conditions in remote pipelines, tanks, and compression equipment.
ThingWorx provides a complete connectivity and application development platform that enabled Oil & Gas companies to effectively monitor�and service their remote assets. ThingWorx simplifies the process involved in helping Oil & Gas companies develop solutions to�accurately diagnose and prevent problems and lower support costs through proactive maintenance



Smart Grids / Energy

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Since the creation of public power energy producers have been helping drive success in economic development and growth�for the world. As the world faces the challenges of resource competition and global warming, the power sector is being�faced with unprecedented levels of complexity in efficiently, securely and reliably managing energy delivery. Renewable�energy, smart homes, smart factories, and smart transportation, all combine to make building and implementing the smart grid�an enormous challenge.
Fortunately, ThingWorx provides a high level platform that dramatically reduces the cost to develop, test and deploy each�of the interconnected networks in the ultimate smart grid. Whether it be the smart home, smart neighborhood, smart factory�or the smart grid, ThingWorx simplifies connectivity, business rule automation, UX development, and network integration, while�providing a data collection framework that allows Connected Intelligence to be applied to gain unparalleled insight into the�operation of these emerging technologies.



Applications in M2M

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
While many people’s view of the connected world starts and stops at remote service solutions and M2M applications, it is so much more than that.�The connected world integrates sensors, systems, and people into a highly collaborative environment, rapidly adapts to�changing operational requirements, and operates on a scale much larger than simple M2M applications.
Unfortunately, existing M2M vendors are based on older technology that is insufficient for the demands of the connected world.
This is why we’ve developed the ThingWorx platform. ThingWorx is an M2M application enablement platform (AEP) designed�specifcially for today’s connected world. The ThingWorx platform’s�hyper-productive development environment lets you build applications that leverages the distributed intelligence built into devices�in a fraction of the time of other approaches. This provides you with a unique competitive�advantage, as it enables you, and your customers, to extend the value of your remote devices by rapidly layering applications that�leverage the activities, services, and inter-relationships not only of the devices, but all people, systems, and devices in the�network. ThingWorx also enables a new type of application that continuously evolves and increases in value over time, harnessing�the Connected Intelligence of all network participants to drive Operational Innovation in the areas of solution development,�opportunity discovery and capture, and problem solving.



Complex Machinery

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Manufacturers of complex machinery and equipment are extending their relationship with their customers by�providing real-time condition-based maintenance, benchmarking and collaborative technical support services.�Accomplishing this requires much more than just a typical M2M solution. A complete solution integrates equipment,�systems, and people into a highly collaborative environment, rapidly adapts to changing operational requirements,�and operates on a scale much larger than simple M2M applications.
ThingWorx provides the complete set of functionality including IT friendly connectivity, data collection,�real-time device interaction, business logic, collaboration, and “drag and drop” application development, to�enable you to quickly build solutions specific to the rapidly evolving needs of your business.



Applications in Medical Devices

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Smart medical devices, remote health care, and outcome-based approaches are the driving forces behind stabilizing our medical costs and extending quality of life to an aging population. ThingWorx provides a safe and secure approach to integrating medical devices and remote health systems into efficient medical processes. ThingWorx also provides a unique searchable and semantic data framework that enables Connected Intelligence to be applied to help identify successful outcomes.



Applications in Transportation

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The tipping point to smart transportation is here with the pervasiveness of smart infrastructure, mobile networks, location awareness, and vehicle automation. ThingWorx will accelerate your initiatives by providing a framework for quickly composing applications that merge these technologies in a unified platform. Smart transportation promises to reduce energy consumption, ensure traveler mobility, improve safety, and enhance smart delivery of goods, maximizing corporate and tax payer ROI



 

Space Research

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Din cauza complexitatii foarte mari este musai ca proiectele sa se dezvolte in retele de networking


Systems engineering is evolving as a broader and more multi-faceted field, as the problems and challenges of this century are solved better by systems approaches, rather than through application of technology alone



Infrastructure Layer

Application Layer

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Since the beginning the COSMOMAR Center was drafted to be deployed over an infrastructure layer that it’s interfaced with the application layer. The application layer comprehend two types of main stream applications.

The first is related to a collaborative design tool and the second one is a complete cloud application to build innovative Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) applications. 



Concurrent Design Facility

ESA Concurrent Design Facility: 
Concurrent Engineering applied to 

space system development

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The Concurrent Design Facility (CDF) is a state-of-the-art facility equipped with a network of computers, multimedia devices and software tools, which allows a team of experts from several disciplines to apply the concurrent engineering method to the design of future space missions. It facilitates a fast and effective interaction of all disciplines involved, ensuring consistent and high-quality results in a much shorter time.
It is primarily used to assess the technical and financial feasibility of future space missions and new spacecraft concepts (e.g. internal pre-phase A or Level-0 assessment studies) providing:

new mission concept assessment
space system trade-offs and options evaluation
new technology validation at system/mission level
as well as:
payload instrument conceptual design
reviews of industrial phase A studies
scientific requirements definition and consolidation
anomaly investigation
education and training

The Concurrent Design Facility was established at ESTEC in November 1998 within the framework of the General Studies Programme.




Concurrent Design Process Flow
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17 Concurrent Design Centres in 
European Space Sector

legenda

Agency
Industry
University

The Netherlands
• CDF at ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk

United Kingdom
• CDF at Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow
• SDO at EADS/Astrium, Stevenage
• CDF at Univ. of Southampton, Southampton
• CDF at Harwell Institute, Oxford Germany

• CEF at DLR, Bremen
• SDO at EADS/Astrium, Friedrichshafen

Italy
• COSE at Thales Alenia Space, Torino
• ISDEC at Thales Alenia Space, Roma 
• CDF at La Sapienza Univ., Roma
• CEF at ASI, Roma

Portugal
• CDF at Univ. Técnica de Lisboa, Lisbon

Switzerland
• CDF at EPFL, Lausanne

France
• CDF at ISU, Strasbourg
• PASO at CNES, Toulouse
• SDO at EADS/Astrium, Toulouse
• CDF at Thales Alenia Space, Cannes



ARGOS Project



ISS on PEMFC



Upcoming Events



Joint Research




 

The competitiveness of the Black Sea Region is depending 
fundamentally on the understanding, learning and implementing  
ecoinnovation as a basic principle of corporate culture and in such a 
way to be able to cope with the complexity of the factors connected to 
sustainable development and green economy by paving the road to  
Industrial Revolution 4.0. 


 

The Universities could be partners with high potential to contribute to 
the development and consolidation of the innovation capacity of the 
highly competitive suppliers of products and services from the region. 

Conclusions



Conclusions


 
A new kind of literate is needed, one who can innovate by reasoning 
broadly across disciplines and by considering the human dimensions 
that are at the heart of every challenge. 


 

If for centuries, in education it has been followed an approach based on 
the use of logics, math and sciences by linear, mechanistic and discreet 
reasoning, in the new context we have to move towards 
interdisciplinary, eco-innovative and holistic approaches. 


 

This means that by integrating knowledge across disciplines, to deal 
with complex problems for better serve humanity and in this way to 
serve ourselves.  


 

In order to be prepared for these challenges, aside from comprehensive 
knowledge in all traditional courses, our students have to understand 
the connections among the courses and to integrate, or “unify,” their 
learning. 



Vivat, Crescat, Floreat ZNTU!



Thank you for your attention!

and please, send your comments at:
emamut@univ-ovidius.ro

mailto:emamut@univ-ovidius.ro
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